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How to Work the Film &
TV Markets Taylor &
Francis
This is the authoritative
handbook you need to
lead you through the legal
morass of producing an
independent film, from
financing, development,
principal photography,
distribution, and the too-
often overlooked subject
of delivery. Each chapter
contains a general road
map for the phase of
filmmaking covered by
that chapter, including the
relevant forms and
contracts, which come
with plenty of explanatory
info and some select
negotiating tips.
The Independent Film
Producers Survival
Guide: A Business and
Legal Sourcebook CRC
Press
Success in Film is the
ultimate guide to funding,
filming and finishing any
independent film. Written
by veteran filmmakers
Julia Verdin and Matt
Dean, Success in Film has
been specially designed
to help aspiring
producers, directors,
writers, actors, editors -
anyone who wants to
know how to take control
of their own destiny in the

world of film by making
their own movies. Success
in Film begins by helping
the filmmaker define
success for their film and
in doing so find the best
path to achieve that
success. Whether you
want financial success,
awards, peer recognition,
or just a great demo reel
of what you can do,
Success in Film can help
you achieve that success
one film at a time.
Whether a film is intended
for the big screen or the
small, Internet release or
Theatrical, this concise
guide will takes the
reader from inception to
delivery. Topics include:
how to find your story,
how to find funding, how
to deal with investors,
how to make a business
plan, how to make a
budget, how to cast the
film, how to find the right
crew, how to work with
actors, how do you get
distribution, how to
market the film, how to
get into festivals, how to
self release on amazon,
iTunes or other digital
platforms and much
more! Success in Film is
being called one the best
books on the market
today for aspiring
producers. Written for
filmmakers, by
filmmakers who know the
craft.
Indie Film Producing

Schirmer Trade Books
A no-nonsense guide that
will get you up to speed
on the most important job
in the film industry:
producing. If your goal is
to develop your career in
Hollywood as a player
then this book is for you.
Learning about the ins
and outs of producing
means, learning about the
many other hats you will
need to wear, this book
will show you how. As
well, you will learn about
the key roles that are
intricate to making your
film come alive. With a
breakdown of job
descriptions and
definitions that will better
help you understand the
beginning, middle and
end of the movie-making
process, take your
producing career to the
next level by learning how
to follow the path to
success now.
The Insider's Guide to Film
Finance American Bar
Association
If you're looking for clear-
cut information on how to
make a film on a minimal
budget that is based on
tried and tested
techniques - look no
further. Elliot Grove has
worked on hundreds of
low-budget productions,
teaches Lo-to-No Budget
filmmaking courses and
runs the Raindance Film
Festival (the largest
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independent film festival
in Europe.) His wealth of
teaching and filmmaking
experience combined with
knowledge of the winning
formulas that work is the
basis of this book.
Refreshingly clear, no-
nonsense tricks of the
trade. The free CD
provides all the contracts
and material you need to
run a production company
and make successful low
budget movies; how to
schedule, budget and
break down a script and
how to get it shot with
what you have, not what
you want. This is a must
have read for filmmakers
serious about making and
selling films. Creative and
technical expertise
coupled with a behind the
scenes look at the film
industry makes this book
an excellent starting point
for beginners. For
experienced filmmakers
there are plenty of
practical approaches in
here for you to try, from
developing CV's,
showreels and business
plans to information on
pitching, raising finance,
creating publicity and
much much more. Use it
as a point of departure or
as an everyday reference
tool. The accompanying
CD-ROM contains sample
budgets, publicity plans,
trailers and interviews.
The Independent Film

Producer's Survival Guide
Hal Leonard Corporation
Filmmakers need more
than heart, talent and
desire to realize their
dreams: they need
production capital.
Finding willing investors
can be the most difficult
step in an aspiring
filmmaker's pursuit of
higher-budget,
entertaining motion
pictures. This practical
guide provides detailed
instructions on preparing
the most important tool
for recruiting investors, a
persuasive business plan.
Included in this new
edition are suggested
ways to approach
potential investors; lists of
various financial sources
available to Hollywood
productions, and tips on
spotting unscrupulous
financiers. Interviews with
key Hollywood producers
offer real-world insight.
Guerrilla Film Marketing
Taylor & Francis
In this comprehensive
guidebook, three
experienced
entertainment lawyers tell
you everything you need
to know to produce and
market an independent
film from the
development process to
deal making, financing,
setting up the production,
hiring directors and
actors, securing location
rights, acquiring music,

calculating profits, digital
moving making,
distribution, and
marketing your movie.
Producing for Profit
Independent Producers'
Guide to Film and TV
ContractsA reference tool
on the legal issues
associated with film and
television production. It
contains examples of
typical legal agreements
which independent
producers, writers and
others involved in the film
and TV industry are faced
with during the course of
setting up a film or TV
production.The
Independent Film
Producers Survival Guide:
A Business and Legal
Sourcebook
A reference tool on the
legal issues associated
with film and television
production. It contains
examples of typical legal
agreements which
independent producers,
writers and others
involved in the film and
TV industry are faced with
during the course of
setting up a film or TV
production.
The Last Guide To
Independent
Filmmaking Routledge
Financing an independent
feature film production is
a highly complex process.
This book demystifies the
legal and commercial
implications of a film from
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start to finish. It provides
a detailed survey of each
of the processes and
players involved, and
analyses of the legal and
commercial issues faced
by all of the participants
in a film financing
transaction. Packed with
legal advice and straight
forward explanations this
is an essential reference
for filmmakers worldwide.
With contributions from
leading professionals
around the world, and an
up-to-date international
approach, this is an
invaluable tool for
producers, and others
involved in the film
industry. Includes: Case
studies, Sample
Recoupment Schedules,
Alternative Financing
Models, Glossary of Film
Financing and Banking
Terms Philip Alberstat is a
media finance and
production lawyer
specialising in film,
television and
broadcasting. He has
worked on films such as
The 51st State, Goodbye
Mr Steadman, Tooth and
numerous television
programmes and series.
He is on the editorial
board of Entertainment
Law Review and is the
author of The
Independent Producers
Guide to Film and TV
Contracts (2000), and Law
and the Media (2002).

Philip is involved in raising
finance for film and
television productions and
negotiating and
structuring film and
television deals. He
undertakes corporate and
commercial work and
handles the intellectual
property aspects of
broadcasting and finance
transactions. He has also
executive produced
numerous film and
television productions. He
won an Emmy Award in
2004 as an Executive
Producer of the Film, "The
Incredible Mrs. Ritchie".
Philip joined Osborne
Clarke as a partner in
February 2002. Prior to
that he was Head of Legal
and Business Affairs with
one of the largest
independent TV
production companies in
the UK. He was previously
Head of Media at Baker &
McKenzie and began his
career at Olswang. He
was winner of the
Lawyer/Hifal Award for
Solicitor of the year in
1997 and is listed in Legal
Experts in the area of Film
Finance/Media.
Simon and Schuster
Independent Producers'
Guide to Film and TV
Contracts
Independent Producer's
Survival Guide Macmillan
In this comprehensive
guidebook, three
experienced

entertainment lawyers tell
you everything you need
to know to produce and
market an independent
film - from the
development process to
deal making, financing,
setting up the production,
hiring directors and
actors, securing location
rights, acquiring music,
calculating profits, digital
moving making,
distribution, and
marketing your movie.
This all-new second
edition has been
completed updated.
The Producer's
Business Handbook
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Budding filmmakers,
television producers,
directors, writers, and
students get a crash
course on the
independent production
scene in this riveting
account of the business
and its key players. Now
revised to reflect the
latest production trends in
the entertainment
industry, this book is
packed with never-before-
revealed secrets about
the challenging and
exciting role producers
play in bringing a film or
television pilot to the
screen, told by two
veteran, award-winning
producers. Readers will
learn what skills and traits
they need to succeed as
the mastermind behind an
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independent production,
including insider tips on
how to assemble and
manage a talented
ensemble of writers,
directors, actors, and
crew-members. The book
also includes up-to-date
contact information for
film festivals and foreign
distributors, as well as
sample budgets, film
partnership proposals,
and other forms. Aspiring
film and television artists
will find the practical
understanding and insight
vital to success.
The Pocket Lawyer for
Filmmakers Taylor &
Francis
This is a comprehensive
bible to low-budget film
producing for emerging
and professional
producers. Structured to
guide the reader through
production meetings,
every aspect of the film-
production pro-cess is
outlined in detail.
Invaluable checklists --
which begin 12 weeks
before shooting and
continue through principal
(and secondary)
photography and
postproduction -- keep the
filmmaker on track and on
target. Ryan is co-
producer of James Marsh's
Man on Wire, winner of
the 2009 Academy Award
for Best Documentary
Think Outside the Box
Office Routledge

In Producing for Profit: A
Practical Guide to Making
Independent and Studio
Films, Andrew Stevens
provides real-world
examples and his own
proven techniques for
success that can turn
passion into profit. Far
more than just theory, the
book outlines practical
applications that
filmmakers of all levels
can use to succeed in
today’s ever-changing
marketplace. Readers will
learn how to develop
screenplays that are
commercial, and how to
negotiate, finance, cast,
produce, sell, distribute,
and market a film that will
make a profit. The book
contains numerous
examples from the
author’s own films,
including sample budgets,
schedules, and a variety
of industry-standard
contracts. This is the
definitive book that every
producer must have!
Raindance Producers' Lab
Lo-To-No Budget
Filmmaking Greenwood
This comprehensive guide
will teach you about the
exciting new tools
available to independent
content creators. Gain
invaluable knowledge
about getting your project
on streaming platforms
like Netflix and iTunes,
how to write, format,
prepare and register a

script, even where to find
amazing resources that
the major studios use for
a fraction of the cost. And
much more! Written by
Tut Thomas, an award-
winning writer and
director, "The Last Guide
to Independent
Filmmaking: With No
Budget" is designed for
individuals new to the
Entertainment industry
and veterans looking for
an easy to understand
guide to content creation
as the industry shifts into
the age of artificial
intelligence. With this
book, you'll quickly be on
your way to making your
first, or your next great
indie project.
Independent Film Finance
Michael Wiese Productions
This book is for working
film/TV professionals and
students alike. If you're a
line producer, production
manager, production
supervisor, assistant
director or production
coordinator--the book has
everything you'll need
(including all the forms,
contracts, releases and
checklists) to set up and
run a production--from
finding a production office
to turning over delivery
elements. Even if you
know what you're doing,
you will be thrilled to find
everything you need in
one place. If you're not
already working in film
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production, but think
you'd like to be, read the
book -- and then decide. If
you choose to pursue this
career path, you'll know
what to expect, you'll be
prepared, and you'll be
ten steps ahead of
everyone else just
starting out. New topics
and information in the
fourth edition include: *
Low-budget independent
films, including
documentaries and shorts
* Information specific to
television production and
commercials * The
industry's commitment to
go green and how to do it
* Coverage of new travel
and shipping regulations *
Updated information on
scheduling, budgeting,
deal memos, music
clearances,
communications, digital
production, and new
forms throughout
Media Production
Agreements Taylor &
Francis
For aspiring producers
and directors who need to
learn film finance from
the ground up, this
revolutionary new book
teaches the
fundamentals, through
the voices of more than
60 successful
independent producers.
Using a research and
data-based approach,
award-winning professor
David Offenberg combines

the wisdom of well-known
and successful producers
into one fun, easy-to-
follow guide. Within,
readers will learn how to
talk to potential investors
and what those financiers
will expect from them in
return. The book is also
packed with informative
anecdotes and examples
to enrich each chapter
and contextualize the film
financing landscape. As
the book progresses,
equity, debt, revenue,
profits, and their role in
your movie will be
explored. Accessible
information about tax
incentives and profit
participations is included
to help emerging
filmmakers build out a
workable financing plan.
The book combines hard
numbers and data sets,
with direct guidance from
successful producers, to
construct a holistic
overview on how you can
turn your new-found
financial knowledge into
funding for your movie.
This ground-breaking
book is a must-read for
any aspiring producer or
director who wishes to
gain an informed and
easily digestible
understanding of film
finance.
IFP/Los Angeles
Independent Filmmaker's
Manual, Second Edition
Routledge

This book is written for
the independent film
producer who wears more
hats than they thought
they would ever wear but
who knows that to get a
film done it takes doing
whatever needs getting
done. This book also
pushes the producer to
take their filmmaking to
another level and to find
ways to make their
movies more competitive
with other movies in the
marketplace by
understanding some of
the mistakes that indie
filmmakers make and how
to avoid those mistakes.
The book covers all
phases of film production
from pre-production,
through production and
into the post production
phase and includes a
section on distribution.
The book provides
pertinent information on
film production from a
real independent
filmmaker who has been
in the trenches making
films for years. The author
shares insight into issues
and problems that indie
filmmakers face and
provides technical and
creative solutions and
suggestions.
Dictionary of Film Finance
and Distribution Algora
Publishing
In this fully updated
second edition, award-
winning film director and
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Slamdance Film Festival
co-founder Dan Mirvish
gives you soup-to-nuts,
cradle-to-grave advice on
every aspect of the
filmmaking lifestyle and
craft. He drops advice on
playing the Hollywood
game, and shows you how
to finance, cast, shoot and
show your indie feature,
documentary, episodic
series, short film, student
film, web video or big-
budget blockbuster. Once
labeled a "cheerful
subversive" by The New
York Times, Mirvish
shares lessons he's
learned personally from
film luminaries Robert
Altman, Christopher
Nolan, Emma Thomas,
Steven Soderbergh, Rian
Johnson, Whit Stillman,
Harold Ramis, Lynn
Shelton, John Carpenter,
Ava DuVernay, the Russo
Brothers, Bong Joon-ho,
Sean Baker and more.
This revised edition
includes brand new
chapters on filming during
a global pandemic finding
investors and
crowdfunding backers
whether and where to go
to film school how to get a
big Hollywood agent self-
distributing your film,
even to airlines casting an
Oscar®-winner as your
lead actor and turning
your garage into a 1980s
New York subway Visit the
extensive companion

website at
www.DanMirvish.com for
in-depth supplemental
videos, behind-the-scenes
footage from Dan's films
and bonus materials.
The Declaration of
Independent
Filmmaking McFarland
Media Production
Agreements is an
invaluable reference tool
for film, television and
video producers and has
been written specifically
for all those involved in
the media industry.
Providing legal
information and sound
advice on the structuring
of deals and negotiated
agreements, this
authoritative guide
identifies potential pitfalls
in the drafting and
arrangement of contracts
and proposals. Media
Production Agreements
contains legal agreements
which independent
producers, writers and all
those involved in the film
and television industry
are faced with at the
outset of a project.
Typical agreements and
sample contracts are
presented in the text and
practical explanatory
notes provide clarification,
caveats and advice.
Contracts and agreements
discussed include: *
option and literary
purchase * writer's and
director's agreement * co-

production agreement *
distribution agreement *
location agreement * non-
disclosure agreement *
release from a living
person * release for
extras * name product
and logo release
agreement * licence to
reproduce still
photographs.
Producer to Producer 2nd
Edition - Library Edition: A
Step-By-Step Guide to
Low-Budget Independent
Film Producing CRC Press
How to Work the Film &
TV Markets takes
independent filmmakers,
television and digital
content creators on a
virtual tour of the
entertainment industry’s
trade shows — the
circulatory system of the
entire global media
landscape. This book
highlights the most
significant annual events
around the world, details
a dossier of all the players
that frequent them and
examines all the elements
that drive the market
value and profitability of
entertainment properties.
In-the-trenches insights
from our modern, real-
world marketplace are
contextualized into
immediately
implementable practical
advice. Make the most of
your finite investments of
funds, time and creative
energy to optimize your
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odds for success within
the mainstream, business-
to-business circuit but
learn how to select, apply
and scale prudent, proven
principles to drive your
own Do-It-Yourself/Direct-
to-the-Consuming-Crowd
fundraising, distribution
and promotional success.
Heather Hale demystifies
these markets, making
them less intimidating,
less confusing and less
overwhelming. She shows
you how to navigate these

events, making them far
more accessible,
productive — and fun!
This creative guide offers:
An in-depth survey of the
most significant film, TV
and digital content trade
shows around the world;
An overview of the co-
production market circuit
that offers financing and
development support to
independent producers;
An outline of the market-
like festivals and key
awards shows; A
breakdown of who’s who

at all these events — and
how to network with
them; Hot Tips on how to
prepare for, execute and
follow up on these prime
opportunities; Low-budget
key art samples and game
plans; A social media
speed tour with a wealth
of audience engagement
ideas. Visit the book’s
space on
www.HeatherHale.com for
additional resources and
up-to-date information on
all these events.
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